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SUCCESS STRATEGIST | ENTREPRENEUR | STRESS MANAGEMENT COACH

We are in an epidemic. Despite us living in an era where we have
access knowledge, many of us are crumbling mentally. Our stress
levels are at an all-time high and that speaks to why so many people
are failing on when starting new businesses and overwhelmed in
their professional life. This is exactly Kurt Faustin's mission. Kurt is a
father, entrepreneur, and success strategist that is bridging the gap
between wellness and performance by focusing on emotional
intelligence, goal setting and stress management. He discovered his
own philosophy that drive performance while empowering one to
make a permanent change within their mindset.

HELPING ORGANIZATIONS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
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Leadership Voice
The ability to get buy-in, garner trust and inspire loyalty en masse isn't a skill you have to be born with. Now
you can learn to develop grace under fire and inspire others when giving speeches and just a basic
conversation. You'll learn practical techniques to shape your leadership messages, hone an authentic
leadership voice and engage in powerful conversations that achieve results. Improve your leadership voice by
increasing your effective skills and be ready to meet the difficult challenges of today’s world.

The Emotional Path
Emotional Intelligence (EI) competencies are at the heart of effective workplace relationships and productivity.
Today we use EI as an integrated set of skills that underpin highly effective and innovative organizations. you
will learn and practice the EI skills that are the core of achieving personal awareness, connecting with others,
managing stress, engaging healthy conflict

Community Building 101
Success starts with a good foundation, a great plan, and an attitude of humility—no matter your level of
expertise. From there, you learn techniques to integrate with your team, communicate and collaborate
effectively, and find mentors at your company. Kurt also helps you cultivate an energetic and focused attitude
that will position you for future success.
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